The Elevate Prize Foundation is looking for a digital-first designer with a passion for social
impact to bring a new vibrancy to the Elevate Prize Foundation’s digital communications.
Join our team of dedicated nerds working to #MakeGoodFamous.
The Elevate Prize Foundation is a nonprofit foundation with the heart of a startup. The HO is
in Miami, FL with remote teams in NY and London. This contract position is a great
opportunity for someone with a few years’ experience to shape their role. We’re a small and
nimble team, so we’re looking for someone who is not afraid to share great ideas to help
elevate our message and visual presence.
We’ll need you to design both static and motion graphics – often with a quick turnaround – to
be used on social media, website, newsletters, and more when required. We’re working to
build an audience in every corner of the internet, so you never know what fun projects could
pop up!
You’ll also design or embellish internal reports, board communications, PowerPoints, and
more internal and external communications to make sure we look hip.
We need you to:
- Have a solid working knowledge of with Adobe After Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign and PowerPoint.
- Have at least 3 years of relevant work experience. Enough that you’re confident
bringing fresh, new ideas to the table.
- Be able to work East coast hours (we’d love if you were in either the New York or Miami
area for occasional in-person meetings with some members of the Elevate team).
- Be able to work to tight deadlines, manage your time effectively and deliver to briefs.
- Have a strong vision and ability to turn a simple idea and deliverable into something
great.
- Know how to create gifs, simple animations, and video editing, and have an
appreciation of layout design, social media grid design and post layouts.
- Have a basic understanding of designing for different social media platforms – we
work across Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, and LinkedIn.
- Believe in radical diversity, global collaboration and creativity and resilience. These are
some of our values that are central to everything we do!
Not needs, but we’d love someone who:
- Lives in the New York or Miami metro area who would be available for monthly
in-person meetings.
- Has experience with longer-format video editing.
- Has experience in mission-lead, social impact work / is interested in moving into this
area of work.
- Can write effective copy that align with the visuals - or make suggestions to our
writers.
- Basic web design abilities / knowledge. We often need new pages to be designed to
be on brand, engaging and exciting. Adobe XD is a bonus but not essential as we have
a coding wizard who manages our site.

